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Cockpit Dressing 
Gloss & SatinINTERIOR
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COCKPIT DRESSING GLOSS
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Sokaiya Shine-

A superb restoration and maintenance product produced exclusively 

for car detailers and automotive aficionados. Outstanding water-based 

formula with balanced pH that is neutral to the surfaces and does not 

leave any parts feeling greasy or sticky. UV filters prevent plastic parts 

from colour fading and deterioration. Antistatic components reduce 

dirt or dust adhesion. Peach scented dressing nourishes and restores 

plastic, rubber and vinyl trims to their original satin appearance. 

Finishes dry to the touch and lasts for weeks keeping interior fresh and 

nourished.

COCKPIT DRESSING SATIN
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Satin Smuggler

A superior restoration and maintenance product manufactured 

exclusively for car detailers and automotive addicts. Exceptional 

water-based formula with balanced pH that is neutral to the surfaces 

and does not leave any parts feeling greasy or sticky. Prevents colour 

fading and deterioration of plastic parts thanks to UV filters. Antistatic 

additives minimize dirt or dust adhesion. Bubble gum scented dressing 

nourishes and restores plastic, rubber and vinyl trims to their original 

shine. Finishes dry to the touch and gives a gorgeous gleam. Lasts for 

weeks keeping interior clean and nourished.
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Wheel Gel, Tire DressingTIRES & RIMS
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WHEEL GEL
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Crimson Tide-

An exclusive scentless restoration and maintenance product 
invented for car detailers and automotive cranks. Unique 
water-based formula with neutral pH is gentle to the surfaces. 
Finishes dry to the touch and gives a silky satin sheen that does 
not attract extra dirt or dust. Durable and weather proof 
properties serve as a shield against snow and moisture, high 
humidity and rain, as well as sun and high heat. Lasts for weeks 
keeping tires clean and nourished for longer.

TIRE DRESSING
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Dark Warrior

An original tire and rim cleaner developed for car detailers and 
automotive enthusiasts. Gel formula creates sticky, thick, and 
concentrated layer which goes the distance. Awesome 
solution for lifting, separating, and lubricating abrasive filth, 
road grime, dirt and contamination from wheels, tires, and 
brakes components. Gel lubricates brushes so rubbing or 
scrubbing will not hurt the wheels or other car parts. Balanced 
pH is neutral and ideal for cleaning any type of wheel finish: 
painted, polished metals, chrome, anodized, powder-coated, 
carbon fibre or glossy vinyl wraps. In contact with 
contaminants, Bad Boys Wheel Gel causes bleeding effect, so 
you can control the cleaning process even better.
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Active Foam, ShampooEXTERIOR
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ACTIVE FOAM
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Yeyo Bubbles

SHAMPOO
100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Slicky Don
An authentic grape scented product designed for car detailers and 

automotive freaks. High foaming formula creates thick wash bubbles. 

The Shampoo’s foam can penetrate hard-to-reach elements of the 

vehicle and surround every dirt particle, so it can be rinsed clean safely. 

The shampoo is versatile – cleans paint, glass, wheels or metal and at 

the same time protects wax and sealant coats. With Bad Boys it is easy 

to strip away heavy road grime, thick mud, tough dirt, dust, and stuck-on 

bugs. Extra slick solution prevents swirls and scratches while gliding 

over the surface. It leaves your ride smelling like fresh grapes.

A first class cherry scented product prepared for car detailers and 

automotive fanatics. Fabulous foaming properties allow  you to 

cleanse the surface via touchless, two bucket, foam gun and foam 

cannon wash. Thick suds get rid of grime, dirt, build up, salt, mud, muck, 

and leave no residue. Neutral pH formula is tender with wax coatings 

and protection layers. Ideal as a pre-wash, leaves your ride smelling like 

awesome cherries.
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Quick DetailerFINISH
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QUCK DETAILER

A supreme product introduced especially for car detailers and 

automotive maniacs. Secures your paint work form negative effects 

of dirt, dust, debris, bird droppings, fingerprints and water spots. 

Brings life to any colour, enhances and magnifies the beauty of 

metallic paintwork. Creates a smooth stunning surface with a high 

gloss shine. The finish is bright, crisp, and reflects light, impressing 

any car enthusiast or car care professional. Leaves your ride with a 

pleasant and fresh scent.

100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Quick Delincuente 
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APCCLEANER
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APC

A genuine citrus scented all-purpose cleaner created for car detailers 

and automotive fans. Highly concentrated, with a balanced pH, our 

APC is absolutely safe and works on interior and exterior surfaces. 

Deeply penetrates and breaks down dirt, grime, grease, and tough 

stains caused by coffee, wine, pets, and food, even from sensitive 

materials. APC binds dirt creating a suspension that can be easily 

washed. Gently cleans carpets, upholstery, headliners, vinyl, leather, 

body, tires, undercarriages, engine bays, and more. Bad Boys APC 

leaves behind no chemical residue, colour, odour or caustic fumes. 

Causes no harm to the surfaces or the user.

100 ml / 500 ml / 5 l

Dirt  Enemy No.1
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